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THIS MAGAZINE is for installers who are working with
renewable and low carbon technologies such as solar thermal
heating systems, small-scale wind turbines or combined heat and
power equipment. Renewable Energy Installer will bring you news
on the latest projects, legislation and technologies as well as
advice from experts. We also need your input – what would you
like to see covered in the magazine?What are the issues you are
dealing with on a day-to-day basis? How do you feel we can
encourage the consumer to choose renewable?

There is plenty of legislation driving growth in renewables and
microgeneration, from Part L of the Building Regulations to the
Code for Sustainable Homes. Government has also pledged many
millions of pounds in investment to encourage businesses and
consumers to go green. But it is one thing to legislate, quite
another to deliver the results.

Installers will play a crucial role in building what the government
refers to as the UK’s ‘green economy’. Renewable Energy Installer
aims to support this important group by delivering in-depth
information on renewable and low carbon technologies, along
with market insights from leading suppliers. In this issue you’ll find
features on a range of topics from air source heat pumps to feed-
in tariffs and training.

The growth in the renewables and microgeneration markets has
the potential to be a great opportunity for installers. However,
installers have to make important business decisions if they want
to tap into the new market: How to add to their skills and those of
their workforce; what technologies to offer customers; whether
investments of time and money will pay off for the business in the
long-term. What is your opinion of the ‘green economy’ and the
government’s commitment to pushing renewable technologies?
Compared with other European countries, such as Germany, the
UK has a long way to go – what incentives do you feel should be
put in place to encourage the uptake of renewables and how do
you think we can overcome cost issues for the consumer? Are
current grants effective and sufficiently far-reaching?

Renewable Energy Installer will keep readers informed about
what’s happening in the green economy, whether it’s new
technologies or trends in the market so that you can make
informed decisions.
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Does Climate Change worry you?

Want to become more informed?

Join us and be a part of the solution!

Support CAT’s work and get our ground 

breaking magazine Clean Slate, unlimited 

FREE entry to our inspirational visitor centre 

and many other benefits!

To join – it’s easy!
Visit www.cat.org.uk/membership

or phone 01654 705988

Inspire Inform Enable

To receive a free copy of one of our ‘Little…’ books 

quote Renewable Energy Installer in your reply

Join by Direct 

Debit and receive 

a special set of

CAT’s green living 

tipsheets FREE!

Biodiesel Tipsheet 50p
Create a Herb Spiral Tipsheet 50p

Home Energy Savings Tipsheet 50p

Tipsheets
Special Edition for CAT Members

£12
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The Microgeneration Certification Scheme
(MCS) administered by the Building
Research Establishment (BRE) will expand
from September this year. The MCS will
become a fully-fledged quality mark
scheme to give consumers confidence in
the standards of green energy products
and installers.

The MCS has been administered by BRE
for a two-year development phase.
This contract ends in September 2008,
and the government plans to appoint a
new administrator as well as opening up
the scheme to other certification bodies.
The expansion of the scheme is necessary
as the renewables sector develops in
response to the UK’s ambitious green
energy programme.

Almost 450 installer companies and over
30 product manufacturers are registered
on the MCS. Certification means that they
can display the MCS logo to promote
services or on their products. The aim of
the scheme was to provide consumer
confidence that products and installer meet
and continue to meet robust standards.

Energy minister Malcolm Wicks says:
“Households, businesses and communities
can play an important role in reducing
carbon emissions by generating their own
electricity or heat from renewable energy
sources. It is important that consumers can
rely on the MCS to oversee this is done
responsibly and effectively.”

(SEE PAGE 10 FOR OUR FEATURE ON THE MCS)

GREEN
SCHEME
EXPANDS

ENGINEERS TO LEAD THE
WAY ON BUILDING A
SUSTAINABLE UK

SUPPORT FOR BIOMASS SECTOR
THE GOVERNMENT announced a range of grants of up to
£200,000 each for farmers, foresters and biomass producers. The
aim is to support the UK’s biomass sector, which Defra estimates
could supply 6% of UK electricity by 2020.

The Bio-energy Infrastructure Scheme was launched in June by
environment minister Phil Woolas, who highlighted the importance
of biomass to the government’s energy strategy: “We know biomass
has the potential to considerably reduce our dependence on fossil
fuels and cut our carbon emissions. Our investment will support this
emerging industry.”

The aim is also to encourage farmers to diversify into the expanding
environmental industry sector, which is currently estimated at £25
billion and growing. There are a number of crops eligible for the
grants, including willow, poplar, silver birch or switch grass.

At present, biomass supplies 3.5% of UK electricity and 0.6% of
heat demand. Biomass is regarded as a carbon-reducing
technology because the carbon dioxide emitted as the biomass is
burned has already been offset by the carbon dioxide the crop
absorbed as it grew.

THE RENEWABLES MARKET has huge
potential, but the UK will make quicker
progress towards its low carbon targets by
making better use of more traditional methods,
according to Gareth Vaughan, the new
president of the Heating and Ventilating
Contractors’ Association (HVCA).

“Instead of focusing on making new buildings
carbon neutral – something it has so far been
unable to define – the government’s focus must
shift to existing buildings, which make up 99%
of the current problem,” he said.

According to the association, at least 70 per
cent of all non-domestic properties will still be
in use in 2050.

“A huge proportion of the problem can be
tackled by focusing on technologies that are
already installed in those buildings,” added
Mr Vaughan, who is also managing director
of ductwork contractor E. Poppleton & Son,
based in Colwyn Bay.

He also urged the government to play its part
by providing legislative and fiscal support.

“The industry has invested in competent
persons schemes (CPS) to try and raise
professional standards by ensuring that
building services contractors are able to self-
certify their work in compliance with the
Building Regulations,” said Mr Vaughan. “Yet,
this will not work if the regulations are not
enforced and so can be ignored by other less
scrupulous firms, who can potentially harm the
reputation of the whole industry.

“Building owners and society as a whole
would benefit from some form of
incentivisation,” he added. “A reduction in
VAT or the application of Enhanced Capital
Allowances on sustainable investments would
help. Alternatively, the government will need
to enforce current legislation, something it
appears reluctant to do.

“However, I do believe that we are now
entering the ‘Age of the Engineer’ – a time
when historians may look back and say that
the early part of the 21st century was the time
when engineers started to de-commission the
carbon age,” Mr Vaughan said.

Growth area: HVCA president, Gareth Vaughan believes
the renewables market has huge potential but the UK should
look to more traditional methods



HVCA
SUSTAINABILITY  

COMPETENCE 

PROFITABILITY 

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

SKILLS 

COLLABORATION

COMPLETELY COMPETENT
Heating and Ventilating Contractors’ Association

The HVCA logo has long been regarded as a mark of quality and a badge of

professionalism. Now, the status of the Association and its members 

has been raised even higher

The test for HVCA membership includes third-party inspection and 

assessment – every three years by a recognised, independent accreditation

body – of a company’s technical and commercial competence

Once again, the HVCA is proving itself to be ahead of the game. To be 

setting the quality agenda, rather than simply following where others lead

www.hvca.org.uk
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CHARTER COMMUNITY HOUSING’S new head office has achieved a
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ rating due to its energy efficiency and low carbon footprint.
Charter is a provider of quality social housing.

Daly Engineering Services installed a solar thermal system to heat domestic hot water
in the building. The installers used the SOLARflo system from Andrews Water Heaters,
which helped to reduce the building’s reliance on gas-fired water heating. This system
includes roof-mounted solar collectors together with a twin coil cylinder.

The building, which is in Adderbury, Oxfordshire, has five roof-mounted collectors
with a total gross area of 12.8m2, that provide 95% absorption efficiency, and 90.8%
transmission efficiency. The system supplies 5kilowatt of heat to two showers and taps
throughout the building. The complete ready-to-fit package includes solar controls,
pump station, expansion vessels, first fill of heat transfer fluid and collector mounting
accessories.

FILTON COLLEGE IN BRISTOL has
teamed up with training and certification
body BPEC to offer training courses tailored
for renewable energy and sustainable
building programmes.

The courses, which commenced from
September 2008, are a response to
government’s aim to make all new homes
zero carbon by 2016. Paul Cullen of BPEC,
says: “BPEC is delighted to be working with
such a progressive college, and is excited to

be supporting Filton in offering training in
both traditional technologies and also the
ever-more important renewables area.”

Courses will cover a range of renewable
and low energy technologies such as solar
domestic hot water, underfloor heating, and
rainwater harvesting. Students will also be
able to complete their ACS with new fast-
track programmes on domestic appliances
qualifications. For further information,
see www.filton.ac.uk.

THE GOVERNMENT LAUNCHED ITS
ENERGY STRATEGY PROPOSALS IN JUNE
THIS YEAR, OUTLINING PLANS FOR
INCREASED USE OF WIND POWER,
INCENTIVES TO HOMEOWNERS
INSTALLING MICROGENERATION
TECHNOLOGY AND WITH THE AIM OF
CREATING A ‘GREEN’ ECONOMY.

SECRETARY OF STATE for business, John
Hutton announced that the proposed strategy
would be backed by a programme of investment
amounting to £100 billion over the next 12 years.
Members of the European Union agreed in 2007
to source 20% of the EU’s energy from
renewables. As part of this commitment, the UK
must increase its share of renewables from 1.5%
in 2006, to 20% in 2020.

In addition to this target, the government has set its
own target of reducing the UK’s carbon emissions
by 60% by 2050. This increase in use of
renewables will be across heat, electricity
generation and transport.

For large-scale electricity generation, wind power
is seen as a major potential source for the UK.
Hutton announced plans for 4,000 onshore wind
turbines and a massive increase in offshore wind
farms. Changes are also proposed for faster
introduction of feed-in tariffs to encourage the
growth of microgeneration as it has done in
Germany (SEE PAGE 14 FOR MORE).

The consultation period for the renewable strategy
ends on 26th September 2008, and a full energy
strategy document will be launched in Spring
2009. Anyone who would like to comment on the
documents can go to

www.berr.gov.uk/renewableconsultation
to find out more.

£100 BILLION
TO BUILD
GREEN ECONOMY
BY 2020

WORLDWIDE PRODUCTION of photovoltaic (PV) panels grew 50% in 2007,
making it the world’s fastest growing energy source. According to estimates released
earlier in 2008, the number of solar cells produced reached 3,700 megawatts. In
Europe, Germany leads the way in the solar industry, with around 40,000 people
employed in the PV industry.

It is predicted that by 2015 a third of all new electricity production installed each year
will be photovoltaic. According to the European Photovoltaic Industry Association,
Germany is also a big user of photovoltaics, with 750 megawatts installed which meet
about 1% of Germany’s electricity demand. France comes next with 55 megawatts.
The UK’s had an installed capacity of 14.26 megawatts at the end of 2006, according
to the Department for Business, Enterprise & Regulatory Reform (BERR) figures.

The potential for growth of use of photovoltaics is increasing as prices fall, and the
technologies become more efficient. As the price of energy from fossil fuels continues to
increase, photovoltaics will become more cost efficient.

SOLAR ENERGY SHOWS
MASSIVE GROWTH

STEPHENSON COLLEGE in Leicestershire is the first college in the UK to deliver an
accredited rainwater harvesting course. This course is designed to assist candidates in
preparing for the BPEC Rainwater Harvesting Certificate. It covers health and safety, rainwater
calculations, rainwater installation, rainwater quality, maintenance and fault finding.

There is growing interest in rainwater
harvesting for domestic and commercial
buildings as increased demand for water is
leading to increasing costs. Rainwater
harvesting can help to reduce the
environmental impact of new and existing
developments, and its application is
increasing across Europe.

A rainwater harvesting system, collects water
that falls onto the roof of a property for
subsequent use in non-potable applications,
such as toilet flushing, clothes washing
machines, car washing and garden watering.
The UK Rainwater Harvesting Association
states that independent trials show domestic
rainwater harvesting system reduce mains-
water consumption by around 50%.

For more information on the course,
go to www.stephensoncoll.ac.uk.

FIRST RAINWATER HARVESTING
COURSE AVAILABLE

ENERGY-
EFFICIENT
HEAD OFFICE
COMMENDED

AIR SOURCE
ADDED TO
MICROGENERATION
LIST

AIR SOURCE heat pumps will soon be
categorised as ‘microgeneration’
technology by the government as the
House of Lords has supported the move
in a debate held in June 2008.

So far, only ground source heat pumps
have fallen under the official definition
of microgeneration. However, air source
heat pumps can cut domestic fuel bills
by up to 30% compared with a gas
boiler, and reduce CO2 emissions by up
to a half, compared with a modern
condensing gas boiler.

Manufacturer Mitsubishi Electric has
welcomed this development, and
believes it will contribute to the success
of its Ecodan air source heat pump
system. Ecodan recently scooped an
award at the Environmental and
Sustainability Awards 2008.

Rewarding news: Andrews Charter
House, the head office of Charter
Community Housing in Oxfordshire,
which has achieved a ‘Very Good’
rating from BREEAM

Let it rain: Stephenson College, Leicestershire is
offering accredited rainwater harvesting course

FILTON PREPARES STUDENTS FOR
GREEN CONSTRUCTION

Learning to be green: Filton College’s renewable energy and
sustainable building programmes courses are a response to
government’s aim to make all homes carbon zero by 2016



THE REPORT IS BASED on 18 months
of research carried out with the Met Office.
The estimated electricity generated represents
0.4% of total UK electricity consumption, and
a saving of 0.6 million tonnes of carbon
dioxide. According to the British Wind
Energy Association (BWEA), 1.5 Terawatt
hours would equate to approximately 2
million micro- and small wind turbine
installations.

David Gordon, ceo, of small-scale
wind turbine specialist Windsave, says:
“This report from the Carbon Trust is the first
time that a government body has recognised
the potential for small scale wind. The
understanding of what the technology is
capable of is growing.”

Researchers found that the greatest potential
for small-scale turbines is in rural areas,
“mainly due to wind speeds generally being
higher in rural areas”. While estimates are
that in the countryside small turbines could
provide electricity cheaper than the grid, they
may not be so suitable for urban locations.
The report states that small turbines in rural
areas offer four times as much potential for
electricity generation and carbon savings
than in towns or cities.

David Gordon agrees that installation of
urban wind turbines must be approached
with care. “They must be sited and installed
properly. All our installers are accredited
through the Microgeneration Certification
Scheme, and one of them will make a site
inspection before installation is considered.
Our turbines are available through B&Q, but
this is a selling channel for us. Under no
circumstances should small-scale wind
turbines be installed except by an expert.”

Gaia Wind specialises in turbines for the
rural environment. Kenneth Peterson,
marketing and sales director, explains: “Our
systems are unusual in that they are really
scaled-down wind farm turbines. They work
on the same principle. We have a very
healthy market in supplying rurally-based
clients such as farms.”

The report is largely aimed at policy-makers
looking at grant schemes and planning
permission. The Carbon Trust recommends
basing grants on the potential of a small-
scale turbine to reduce carbon emissions.
Changes are also being made to planning
rules to allow installing integrated wind
turbines without planning permission from
October 2008.

Alex Murley, small wind systems manager at
the BWEA believes that wind energy will
become increasingly popular in the UK:
“Britain has the best wind conditions in
Europe as well as a world-leading
manufacturing base for small wind turbines.”
According to BWEA figures, around 3,500
small-scale wind turbines were installed in the
UK, an increase of 80% on 2006 figures.

Kenneth Peterson comments: “The whole
wind industry is expanding. This is being
driven partly by the increase in energy costs,
but also because more individuals are
focusing on green issues.”

The Carbon Trust has also published a
technical report on small-scale wind turbines,
and has also developed a web-based
calculation tool to help installers evaluate
conditions at sites.

For more information see
www.carbontrust.co.uk/smallwind

THE RENEWABLES market is caught
in the middle of a tug-of-war with an
economic downturn on one side, and the
government’s drive to increase our use of
renewables and microgeneration on the
other. The outcome will affect the whole
construction industry, but installers who
have invested in renewables training and
products will be particularly anxious
about what the future holds.

In June this year, the secretary of state for
business, John Hutton announced the
government’s renewable energy strategy.
It is an ambitious programme to meet
Britain’s commitment under an EU target
of getting 15% of energy from
renewables by 2020. The proposals are
on a variety of scales and levels. For
homeowners, there is a plan to offer feed-
in tariffs for those who generate their own
electricity and sell back to the grid.

Heating is responsible for almost half of
UK energy use and carbon emissions,
and so this is heavily targeted by the
proposals. Combined heat and power
(CHP) and biomass technologies are high
on the list of preferred renewable sources
for heat (and power in the case of CHP).
Air source and ground source heat
pumps, along with solar hot water
systems, are to be encouraged for the
domestic market.

Hutton views renewable and
microgeneration technologies as an
opportunity for UK businesses. Speaking
at the Low Carbon Economy Summit in
London, he envisioned a “new
generation of green collar jobs”. But will
such a vision be able to survive the tough
economic conditions which seem to be
heading our way? Already major
housebuilders such as Persimmon,
Redrow and Bovis have been forced to
lay off site workers. International
businesses such as materials supplier
Wolseley have also made staff redundant
in response to the global credit crunch.

Ian Dagley, sales director for Hoval,
heating and ventilation supplier and
specialist, believes that the market for

renewables is healthy and will take some
time to slow down: “At the moment the
demand for renewables is as strong as
ever, driven by regulations as well as the
need to reduce fossil fuel consumption.
Soaring energy costs are making people
consider energy more carefully. For
example, where they are specifying gas
boilers, they are choosing the most
efficient as well as looking at how they
can combine that with solar, biomass or
heat pump technologies.”

The UK government’s renewable energy
strategy estimates that expansion in
renewable energy in the UK could
provide 160,000 new jobs by 2020.
However, the government acknowledges
it is likely that many jobs will be created
in overseas markets where the
technologies are manufactured. Yet the
expansion in renewables and
microgeneration is an important
opportunity for installers with the skills
and know-how.

The current economic climate may make
installers think twice before moving into
new markets but for those with a view to
the long-term, renewables may offer a
way to grow business. The market may
be slow for now, but when it picks up
there is going to be a lot of demand for
installers who can work with renewable
technologies because we will be even
closer to that 2020 deadline.

Flying high:
An installation from

Windsave, small-scale
wind turbine specialist

NEWS ANALYSIS PROJECTS & PRODUCTS
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WILL THE RENEWABLESMARKET
SURVIVE THE ECONOMIC
DOWNTURN?

SMALL-SCALE TURBINES
FINALLY GAIN OFFICIAL
APPROVAL

“THE RENEWABLES MARKET IS CAUGHT
IN THE MIDDLE OF A TUG-OF-WAR WITH
AN ECONOMIC DOWNTURN ON ONE
SIDE, AND THE GOVERNMENT’S DRIVE TO
INCREASE OUR USE OF RENEWABLES AND
MICROGENERATION ON THE OTHER

FOR THOSE WITH A VIEW TO THE LONG-
TERM, RENEWABLES MAY OFFER A WAY
TO GROW BUSINESS”

The Carbon Trust has
backed small-scale wind
turbines as an important
option in a low-carbon
UK economy. In a report
launched in October this
year, the Trust estimates
that small wind turbines
on domestic buildings
could provide 1.5
Terawatt hours per year
of electricity. However,
the report also says that
in urban areas roof-
mounted turbines may
not pay back their
embedded carbon
emissions.



The Clear Skies Programme launched in 2002 and was
the forerunner to the MCS. It was the government’s first
multiple technology renewable energy grants scheme and
included a quality assurance element of both products and
installers. Roberts says that Clear Skies didn’t get off to an
ideal start: “We were under pressure to launch the scheme
within only a couple of weeks of being awarded the
contract which only gave us time to get some of the basics
in place such as the helpline.”

Roberts says that although the scheme was welcomed by
industry, this launch ahead of full scheme development
created a short term adverse effect: “The industry found
that orders for renewable technologies dried up as
potential customers waited until the grants were available.
To overcome this we had to develop the scheme
procedures very quickly. We would have preferred more
time to have a detailed consultation with industry, as is our
usual practice.”

Even though the Clear Skies scheme was launched with
procedures that Roberts describes as “alright, but not
ideal”, it proved workable for a sector which was then at

the very early stages of development. The scheme was then
extended from 2005 to 2007, as the sector was growing
rapidly. Roberts believes that having a quality assurance
scheme like Clear Skies proved instrumental in the sector’s
success. “It became clear to us that the general public was
getting a great deal of reassurance from the scheme and
it was just as important a buying factor as the grant itself.
The scheme supported the microgeneration sector’s
growth.”

However, as the scheme was extended for two more years,
the industry started to outgrow it. “As the industry extended
and matured, the weaknesses in the Clear Skies
procedures started to show,” says Roberts. At the time,
government was footing the bill for the scheme so that it
was free to industry. “From the industry point of view, this
was a free scheme that was relatively easy for them to join.
From their point of view it was working. But customer
complaints were rising, customers were dissatisfied and
quality was not improving as we had hoped. Effectively,
the scheme became unfit for purpose and needed a
complete review,” says Roberts.

TRAINING & EDUCATION TRAINING & EDUCATION

INSIDE THE MCS
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The popularity of the scheme with consumers made it clear that
it, or something like it, should remain and be sustainable in the
long-term, not simply supported by grants year-on-year. This is
how the Microgeneration Certification Scheme came about.
“MCS is a paid-for scheme because it can no longer be
dependent on the public purse. And because it is not directly
linked to grant programmes, the government can use it to
support other programmes and legislation which are driving
greater use of renewables and microgeneration technologies,”
explains Roberts.

BRE won a two-year contract to develop and run the MCS.
Lessons were learned from the launch of Clear Skies and this
time full industry consultation was carried out. The scheme is
also UKAS-accredited and, because it has to be financially self-
supporting, it’s no longer free to industry.

Chris Roberts agrees that the £1,800 tag has put some
companies off the idea of joining the scheme. He says: “The
price covers two days of the assessor’s time, as well as the
administration of the whole scheme, including going back to
discuss non-conformance issues. It is an intense process because
we probe the management systems to make sure that they are
robust. We need to do this if the MCS is to retain its value to
consumers and government.” Roberts agrees that for installers
who view microgeneration and renewables as a very small part
of their business for the foreseeable future, joining the MCS
probably isn’t worth it.

However, for those who want to tap into the sector, the MCS
has some key benefits that could be worth considering.
“Government is using the MCS as a way to support some key
developments in the use of microgeneration in the UK. For
example, the Code for Sustainable Homes requires that
technologies and installers are covered by the MCS. Also, some
local authorities are waiving planning permission for
householders who want to install technologies such as solar as
long as they use MCS-accredited installers,” explains Roberts.

Another more recent programme to encourage greater use of
this technology is CERT. Under this programme, the large energy
suppliers have an obligation to encourage customers to reduce
their use of fossil fuels. Roberts says: “This means that the energy
suppliers will be looking to support microgeneration
installations. The MCS is written in to this legislation, so
membership is clearly a benefit here.”

For installers taking the long view on getting into the
microgeneration market, joining the MCS could give access to
a large slice of the market which is encouraging consumer take-
up through grants and legislation. However, more developments
are on the way: In September 2008, accreditation for the MCS
opened up to organisations other than BRE, so we could see
that £1,800 price tag drop as competition gets underway.

According to Chris Roberts, associate
director, Building Research Establishment
(BRE) says that although its price-tag may
be off-putting for some, the MCS has some
key benefits

The Microgeneration Certification
Scheme (MCS) hasn’t had a great
press recently. Its £1,800 price tag
wasn’t greeted with enthusiasm by the
industry and some have questioned
exactly what it does for the renewables
sector. Chris Roberts, associate director
at the Building Research Establishment
(BRE) has been with the scheme since
its inception and believes that these
points can be answered with a look
at the origins of MCS.

There are two Microgeneration Certification Schemes, one for installers and one for products. Both schemes cover:
Solar heating collectors, solar PV, micro wind, heat pumps, biomass heating, fuel cells, Micro and
Renewable Combined Heat and Power. The MCS consists of a set of technical and quality assurance standards that
member organisations must meet in order to be certified. Technical standards go beyond those of the Building Regulations,
which are often set at a minimum level. The quality assurance element is based on the management systems in place at
each member organisation which ensure that each installation consistently meets the scheme technical standards.

Companies that wish to join the MCS apply and are visited by an assessor who will check the technical standards and
management systems, before visiting an installation on-site. Any ‘non-conformances’ are picked up and an organisation
will have 45 days to address these. If they are resolved to the assessors’ satisfaction, a certificate will be issued.

THE MICROGENERATION CERTIFICATION SCHEME:
HOW DOES IT WORK?



From the ground
Worcester Greenstore ground source heat pumps can be used as the sole source 

of heating and hot water for a property. The range includes both Combination and System 

models with outputs from 6 to 11kW and there is a choice of 3 different types of outdoor

collector for installation flexibility. For added economy System heat pumps and Greenstore

cylinders are also suitable for connection to the Greenskies solar water heating system.

Renewable solutions for everywhere
For more details call 08705 266241  or visit www.worcester-bosch.co.uk

From the air

Greenstore Heat Pumps

� Energy efficient – CoP* of up to 4.6

�Choice of heating only (System) 

and combined heating and hot water

(Combination) models

�Combination models and separate

Greenstore cylinders for use with System

models are fully G3 compliant

� Flow temperatures up to 65ºC

� Integrated additional heater 

�Suitable for use with underfloor heating 

and oversized radiators

� Text display menu

� Low noise output

�No annual servicing required

*Coefficient of Performance – the basis of heat pump efficiency.

Greensource Air to Water Heat Pumps

� Energy efficient – CoP* of up to 4

� Flow temperatures of up to 65ºC

� Functions at external temperatures down to -20ºC

�Suitable for use with underfloor heating 

and radiators

� Indoor unit with 

integrated cylinder

� Easy to install 

and maintain

� Auto defrost 

function

Greenstore
Combination

models
compliant 

with Building
Regulations G3

Greensource Air to Air Heat Pump

� Energy efficient – CoP* of up to 5

�Compact design requiring only an outside wall 

or suitable base

�Suitable for a wide variety of property types,

including apartments, conservatories, offices 

and factory units

�Can be used to provide chilled air in the summer

� Active Ion-technology air purification, 

ideal for allergy sufferers

� Auto defrost function

� Functions when external temperatures are -20ºC

�Quiet operation

� Easy to install and maintain

*Coefficient of Performance – the basis of heat pump efficiency.

NEW
PRODUCT

Worcester Greensource air source heat pumps convert the free and sustainable latent

energy that’s in the air into low-cost, energy-saving heating and hot water (air to water

models only) all year round. They operate using proven technology and come with all the

built-in benefits you’ve come to expect from Worcester, Bosch Group; outstanding quality,

high performance, comprehensive pre- and post-sales support and award-winning training.

£2000
CASHBACK**
TO CONSUMER

** Terms and conditions apply
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Matt Johler, export manager, Baxi-SenerTec believes the UK should adopt a feed-in tariff like Germany

GERMANY IS ALREADY AHEAD OF
THE UK IN THE INSTALLATION AND
USE OF RENEWABLES AND
MICROGENERATION FOR DOMESTIC
AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS.
BUT THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT
IS DEVELOPING NEW RULES WHICH
WILL HELP THE FURTHER GROWTH
OF THIS MARKET. SHOULD THE UK
FOLLOW THIS EXAMPLE?

consultant to the M&E Sustainability
campaign. “The German model is an
ideal one for the UK to follow because it
shows what can be achieved by using
financial incentives.

“If the UK government is serious about
cutting carbon emissions and improving
our security of energy supply, it must stand
up to the utility companies and impose a
feed-in tariff system that guarantees
consumers a fair price for energy they
generate themselves.”

Currently UK microgenerators do not
receive a guaranteed price for the
electricity they sell back to the grid. In fact,
in many instances they receive no
payment at all.

“I'm highly envious of the German feed-in
tariff for CHP,” says Phil Jones, chairman
of the CIBSE CHP Group. “If we had
anything like this in the UK then our
industry would be far less hungry.

“Relatively speaking we are like a size
zero in comparison to our continental
friends and need feeding up…or in. I think
that community-wide CHP is the way to go
- more efficient and cost-effective than
individual units plus it gathers together
heat loads to form a larger base load,
which is good for CHP. Let's hope for a
big feed soon!”

GOOD SENSE

Opposition politicians seem to agree with
the industry view. Liberal Democrat leader
Nick Clegg says: “Rather than pursuing
an expensive and misguided policy to
build new nuclear capacity, the
Government should be moving to rapidly
expand CHP. There can be no excuses not
to act: CHP makes environmental and
economic sense.”

Clegg called for the climate change levy
exemption for CHP to be extended
beyond 2012. He also welcomed a
Greenpeace commissioned report that

showed the UK could generate as much
electricity as 10 nuclear power stations by
increasing the capacity of nine existing
large-scale CHP installations. The report,
carried out by Poyry Energy Consulting,
also made the case for smaller scale, or
mini, CHP by pointing out that businesses
installing or extending CHP could cut their
energy bills by over £1bn and could profit
by selling excess electricity and recycling
their waste heat.

The amount of CHP generated in the UK
has nearly doubled in the past decade,
from 3.68GW in 1998 to 5.55GW in
2006. But Graham Meeks, director of the
Combined Heat and Power Association,
believes the government can do more to
ensure the technology reaches its full
potential: "Without effective and enduring
incentives to make these investments, our
next generation of power stations will
simply replicate the failings of the past
and continue with a needless waste of
valuable heat.”

Most industry observers concur that CHP
is a safe bet and one of the most
appropriate low carbon solutions for the
UK. “CHP is an extremely mature
technology that is enjoying a renaissance
in many parts of Europe,” says David
Shaw, business manager of Baxi-SenerTec
(UK). “It really works and does not
depend on weather or ground conditions
or any other unpredictable factors. It is
also not a borrowed technology, but is
designed specifically for the purpose.”

Using reliable internal combustion engine
technology, the CHP unit generates
electricity while it is running and produces
heat as a by-product, which is captured
and used for water and space heating in
a wide range of buildings. By generating
power at, or close to, the point of use, it
avoids the massive wastage of central
power stations, which lose around two
thirds of their power in waste heat and
transmission losses.

The Carbon Trust has carried out extensive
field trials in the UK over the past two

years concluding that “a mini-CHP unit
can provide savings of between 15 and
20 per cent when it is applied as the lead
boiler”. It works best in applications with
high and continuous heating loads like
hospitals, leisure centres, sheltered
accommodation, fire stations, homes with
swimming pools and so on, as the longer
it is running the more efficient it is.

SUBSIDY

The UK remains the exception when it
comes to providing incentives for
microgeneration, according to Shaw.
“We are almost alone in Europe in having
no policies aimed at providing continuous
support for a mass market for
microgeneration technologies,” he says.
“We estimate that a 25 per cent capital
subsidy for CHP would lead to 18 million
units being installed by 2030. This would
reduce the country’s CO2 emissions by 24
million tonnes a year and eliminate the
need for the proposed new generation of
nuclear power stations.

“Gas-fired CHP is the most appropriate
microgen technology for the UK as we
have a relatively plentiful supply of natural
gas and it can be easily retrofitted to
existing heating systems,” he adds.

Many experts suggest that a minimum
feed-in tariff of 5 pence per kilo watt hour
should be imposed to give consumers the
incentive to produce their own electricity.
However, this proposal was voted down
in the debate over the UK Energy Bill this
year and, although the House of Lords is
considering amendments, only PV is being
considered as a potential beneficiary of
feed-in tariffs.

Many people remain hopeful that the
example set by other European countries
like Germany – and also Denmark, which
derives 40 per cent of its power from CHP
– will allow common sense to prevail. We
may yet see a change of direction on feed-
in tariffs and other incentives for CHP of
all sizes.

GERMAN DOMESTIC and commercial
users of combined heat and power (CHP)
and photovoltaics (PV) already receive a
guaranteed premium price for any electricity
they generate themselves and sell back to the
grid. From January 1st 2009, they will
receive an additional financial incentive with
the introduction of a payment for using their
own electricity.

CHP owners will receive between 11.59 and
13 (Euro) cents for every kilo watt hour they
generate, made up of a quarterly agreed
price from their utility company; an ‘avoided
network usage’ payment for not taking
power from the grid; and an additional CHP
bonus of 5.11 cents. PV users receive 49
cents because of the far higher cost of buying
and installing PV systems.

The German parliament recently passed the
CHP Act, which guarantees these generous
feed-in and own-usage tariffs until 2016
allowing users to invest in CHP engines with
confidence. At the same time, Germany has

introduced a 10 per cent surcharge on fossil
fuels, providing further incentive for users to
invest in alternative energy sources.

German utility companies have the
responsibility for administering the feed-in
system and making the payments to
individual users. This avoids the bureaucracy
and complexity issues that discouraged so
many UK consumers from claiming their
grants under the Clear Skies and Low
Carbon Buildings Programme. In Germany,
the utility company pays and then claims the
money back from the government.

PRIVATE GRID

What’s behind these moves is Germany’s
objective to create a localised ‘private’ grid
system made up of thousands of individual
microgenerators, reducing dependence on
large, centralised power stations. Such a
network is already up and running in part of
the Black Forest.

“Feed-in tariffs are proving extremely
successful in Germany and I would urge the
UK to consider a similar system,” says Matt
Johler, export manager of Baxi-SenerTec,
the UK owned CHP manufacturer based in
Bavaria.

“In 1999 the German market was very
similar to the UK market today but the
incentives have totally transformed the
commercial environment in favour of
microgeneration. Under the new regulations,
microgenerators now have the same rights
as the large utility companies and power
stations.”

SenerTec has sold more than 18,000 CHP
engines across Europe but the majority have
remained in Germany because of the
favourable market conditions there for low
carbon technologies.

“CHP has the best payback of any of the
sustainable technologies whatever the
market conditions,” says Mike Malina,



MAKER’S MARK MAKER’S MARK

THE FUTURE IS
RENEWABLE
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As a manufacturer of high-energy heating systems, Worcester
Bosch has been running installer training on its products for many
years. The company is taking a similar approach with its family
of ‘green’ products: Greenskies solar water heating; Greenstore
ground source heat pump; and Greensource air source heat
pumps which will be launched later in 2008.

Bridges sees installers as a vital part of the process in making the
UK’s homes more energy efficient. “Installers are the future of
these products. Without them, the products simply sit on the
shelves and don’t contribute anything to reducing carbon
emissions.” Worcester Bosch runs a two-day accredited training
course in installing solar panels and to date around 3,000
individuals have been on the course. The ground source heat
pump course was launched last year and 400 people attended.

Bridges believes that installer training has been a vital part of
getting the products to market efficiently and quickly. “Now we
have our ground source heat pump installers trained, we are
seeing about five to six installations of Greenstore a month. Solar
thermal has been available for much longer, and we haven’t had
any problems with any of the installations – we haven’t had to
go back and do any corrective work.”

New technologies and growing demand from customers mean
that installers who want to tap into this potential market have to
learn new skills. It can also mean that more trades are working
together on projects. “Getting up on a roof to install solar systems
isn’t everybody’s cup of tea,” explains Bridges. “We are seeing
the beginning of a trend of more trades working together –
the roofing contractor with the solar installers.”

As part of the European Bosch group, Worcester is in a good
position to see what’s going on elsewhere in the EU. In general,
countries such as Germany are much more advanced in their
use of domestic renewables. Bridges sees this as an advantage
for his company, as there is in-house expertise available. “We
were at the forefront of introducing the condensing boiler to the
UK in 1999. It is hard to bring in new technologies, but the
rewards are great when you are there. Renewable technology is
the future.”

ALTHOUGH GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION on energy
use in homes is driving the demand for energy-efficient and
renewable technology, Worcester Bosch also believes that
consumers are picking up on the possibilities of being more eco-
friendly while cutting their energy bills. Martyn Bridges,
Worcester’s director of marketing and technical support, says:
“Existing homeowners are often looking for ways to improve their
homes with renewable technology. Consumers are increasingly

interested in renewable technologies. Television programmes like
Grand Designs are showing people what they can do and what
is available now.”

Of course, it’s a long way from seeing a ground source heat
pump installed in someone else’s house on television to sourcing
the products, finding the installers and organising it all for
yourself. That’s why Worcester Bosch is trying to bridge the gap
between aspiration and reality. “We want to help the process
by ensuring that as well as supplying the products we can also
recommend installers who have been through our training
courses,” explains Bridges.

WORCESTER BOSCH HAS BEEN MANUFACTURING DOMESTIC BOILERS IN
THE UK SINCE 1962 AND HAS GROWN TO BE ONE OF THE LARGEST AND
BEST-KNOWN COMPANIES IN THE HIGH-EFFICIENCY BOILER MARKET.
IN MORE RECENT YEARS, WORCESTER BOSCH HAS RESPONDED TO
INCREASING MARKET INTEREST IN RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
SUCH AS SOLAR THERMAL SYSTEMS AND GROUND SOURCE HEAT PUMPS.

Greenskies solar hot water
panels being installed to supply
all the hot water needs for the

house during the summer

THE ENERGY
HOUSE PROJECT

WORCESTER BOSCH PURCHASED A RUN-DOWN
1930S DETACHED HOUSE TO DEMONSTRATE THAT
IT IS POSSIBLE TO IMPROVE THE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT OF A ‘STANDARD’ HOUSE USING THE
TECHNOLOGIES AVAILABLE TODAY.

The house has been completely refurbished and uses a
Worcester Bosch Greenskies solar thermal teamed with
its Greensource ground source heat pump. Alongside
this, the Worcester team has installed one of its high
efficiency condensing boilers. In summer, the solar
thermal system supplies all the hot water needs for the
house, dropping to around 25% in winter. The ground
source heat pump supplies an underfloor heating system
on the ground floor, which requires lower temperature
water than a radiator system.

But the house isn’t simply a demonstration of Worcester
Bosch products. It also benefited from other energy-
saving products such as new triple glazing with low-e
glass and sheep’s wool insulation. Other products on
display include Smartboard insulation which acts as a
thermal store. The Smartboard looks like normal
plasterboard but contains wax capsules which naturally
capture heat during the day, and then release the warmth
as they cool at night.

Worcester Bosch is monitoring the energy use of the
house, and using its findings to educate installers about
the best techniques to ensure renewable energy
equipment is installed for maximum performance.

The finished house from the back.
Worcester Bosch is currently
monitoring the energy use of the house

The house undergoing refurbishment as
Worcester Bosch proves it is possible to
improve the environmental impact of a
standard home

Installing underfloor heating which
requires lower temperature water
than a radiator system



WITHOUT A DOUBT, there are plenty of
opportunities to include renewable energy
sources for heating and hot water in all sorts
of projects these days, but in most cases they
will not be operating in isolation. There may
be a mixture of different renewables - such as
solar heating, biomass boilers, heat pumps
etc. – and these may be combined with
conventional gas or oil fired boilers.

As a result, the challenges for the designer
and installer go beyond choosing which
renewables are most appropriate to
encompass how to get them to work together.
So the key is to decide which will work well
together in a controllable fashion and which
overall solution gives the best results for that
project.

For example, solar heating is often one of the
first options considered but it’s important to
bear in mind that solar irradiation levels in the
UK can range from less than 100 watt hours
per square metre of collection area on a
cloudy day to over 1000 watt hours per
square metre on a sunny day. Consequently,
any solar heating system must be backed up
by 100% auxiliary heating. Of course, this

auxiliary heating could be biomass boilers,
which will enhance the renewable element of
the project.

There’s also the matter of how best to use each
renewable. Solar heating for instance, is
particularly good for heating swimming pools
because the pool acts as a large heat sink (no
need to buy thermal storage vessels), and the
relatively low operating temperatures
(typically 26-30°C) are easily achieved. These
low temperatures result in high collector
efficiencies and solar fractions. Additionally,
most indoor pools have a large roof area,
which is ideal for the solar collectors.

Solar collection and domestic hot water

Of course, the majority of projects won’t boast
a swimming pool and one of the more
common uses for solar heating is domestic hot
water (DHW). On sunny days, solar heating
should be capable of heating all of the water
to the required temperature. And when less
solar energy is available it may be used to
pre-heat mains cold water before it is brought
up to temperature by another heat source.

There are several key points to consider in this
type of installation:

• In large projects with significant shifts in demand,
pre-heating will usually be more cost-effective

• Sizing for pre-heating reduces stagnation periods
in the solar circuit

• Reduced stagnation increases system efficiency and specific
energy produced by the collector loop

• Stagnation can also be reduced by increasing the angle
of inclination of the collectors, reducing efficiency in summer
but increasing solar fractions in winter, resulting in a load-
levelling effect.

• Solar collectors built into façades are ideal for buildings
with low grade heating such as underfloor systems and
can also contribute to DHW demand in the summer

• On new-build projects, well-insulated flat plate collector
façades can be built into the fabric of the building, thus
replacing the need to build walls behind them

Legionella control

It’s important to note that pre-heated potable water storage
volumes should be minimised, as these may require regular
pasteurisation as part of the anti-legionella regime, thus
increasing overall energy consumption. In these circumstances it
is beneficial to store the solar energy in a thermal storage vessel
and pre-heat the cold feed water through a suitable heat
exchanger – which also reduces the risk of scalding.

Piping a number of non-potable thermal storage vessels in series
and using diverting valves to circulate the water in the vessels
will enhance stratification within the vessels. This will promote
solar gain and also allow biomass boilers to be fully integrated
within the heating / DHW scheme and support the solar
powered system.

Innovative thermal storage

A recent innovation is the introduction of more versatile thermal
storage vessels that enable various renewable and conventional
heat sources to be easily combined – and controlled effectively
- in a single system for space heating and DHW.

Within the vessel are two coils for connection to different heat
sources, plus a stainless steel sphere for DHW, which is heated
by the surrounding hot water in the vessel. Suitable heat sources
include solar panels, heat pumps, biomass and gas or oil boilers
(condensing or conventional). An immersion heater can also be
installed for DHW, if required.

A 3-way valve enables heat to be directed to either or both of
the coils, so the system can respond precisely to changing
demands for heating and hot water, while optimising use of
renewable energy sources. Integral controls ensure that each
heat source is used to its full potential.

Controllable biomass

Biomass boilers are an obvious choice for backing up a variable
heat source but it’s important to choose the right type of biomass
fuel. In particular, if complex, expensive controls are to be
avoided it’s important to choose a fuel that provides consistent
and easily-controllable combustion.

In the UK, the most popular and feasible biomass fuel is wood –
used as either wood chips or wood pellets – and wood pellets
fulfil the requirement for controllability more effectively than wood
chips. This is because wood chips can vary greatly in size and
moisture content. In contrast, pellets are produced in line with
international standards to have a consistent size and moisture
content, so their combustion characteristics are more predictable.

This consistency also helps to automate key functions such as full
automation of operation, function control and fuel dosage.
Modern biomass boilers also feature self-cleaning heating
surfaces to maintain heat exchange efficiency.

Fuel storage and delivery are also important considerations with
biomass. As a rule of thumb, each kilogram of wood pellets will
provide 4.9 kilowatt hours of heating and a cubic metre of
storage space will accommodate 600 to 650kg of wood pellets.
A major advantage of wood pellets is they can be delivered by
a ‘blower’ lorry into a storage silo which, for instance, might
occupy the same space as a previous oil storage tank.

As noted earlier, many projects may also incorporate fossil fuel
boilers for either part-duty or back up. In these cases it’s important
to apportion the loads to give maximum benefit. For instance, a
condensing boiler may be used for space heating, taking
advantage of the relatively low return temperatures to achieve
maximum condensing. In parallel, solar heating or heat pumps
(or both) may be used to meet most of the DHW requirements,
with the ability to top up from the condensing boiler.

Because there are so many variables and each project has its
own requirements there is no off-the-shelf solution to renewables.
It really is a matter of considering each job on its merits and
possibly calling on expert help from companies that have
experience of all of the heating technologies discussed here.

TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY

HEATING IN
HARMONY
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WHEN RENEWABLES
ARE INCLUDED AS
PART OF THE
HEATING SOLUTION,
THE REAL CHALLENGE
IS TO GET ALL OF THE
SYSTEMS TO WORK
IN HARMONY.
IAN DAGLEY OF
HOVAL OUTLINES
SOME OF THE KEY
CONSIDERATIONS.

Hoval BioLyt Boilers: Biomass boilers
are an obvious choice for backing up a
variable heat source

Hoval CombiSol:
Versatile thermal storage

vessels enable renewable and
conventional heat sources to
be combined and controlled
effectively in a single system
for space heating and
domestic hot water



IT SEEMS THAT NEWS OF RISING
GAS PRICES FOR OUR HOMES IS
ARRIVING WEEKLY. SWITCHING
PROVIDERS CAN PROVIDE A
SHORT-TERM SOLUTION FOR
SOME HOUSEHOLDERS, BUT IT
SEEMS THAT THERE’S ONLY ONE
DIRECTION FOR THE COST OF
HEATING OUR HOMES,
AND THAT’S UPWARDS.

CASE STUDY
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BPEC, your ‘One Stop Shop’ for Training and Certific ation in the  

 Plumbing, Heating and Renewables Industries 
· ACS Gas 
· OFTEC Oil 
· LPG 
· Part L Energy Effic iency 
· Part P Elec trical 
· Essential Elec tric s 
· Combination Boilers Fault 
 Finding 
· Unvented Hot Water  
 Systems 
· Disinfec tion and Risk  
 Assessment 
· Domestic  Solar Hot Water 
· Rainwater Harvesting 
· Ground Sourc e Heat Pumps 
· Underfloor Heating  
· Water Regulations 

For details of your  

local BPEC approved 

centre:

W: www.bpec .org.uk 

T: 084 5 6446558 

E: info@bpec .org.uk Working in assoc iation with APHC and SNIPEF   

AIR SOURCE HEAT
PUMP APPLICATION
AN ALTERNATIVE TO GAS?

According to John Kellett,
Mitsubishi Electric, the capital
investment involved in
installing an air source heat
pump, can be recouped
quickly

NOT ONLY ARE WE FACING a period of rising fossil fuel prices,
this is coupled with a drive to reduce energy consumption and
carbon emissions as a nation. The average UK household
produces over 5 tonnes of CO2 per year, with space and water
heating accounting for more than 73% of this.

Over 1.6 million gas boilers are sold each year and they remain the
dominant method of heating in the UK. But the search is on for a low cost,
low carbon heating system, and it offers a real opportunity for anyone
who can source a cost-effective, reliable and sustainable alternative to gas
for hard-pressed homeowners.

The modern air source heat pump (ASHP) system offers a viable alternative
to traditional installation choices. They are simple to install, cheap to run,
don’t need gas or annual safety certificates, and offer efficiency levels of
300% and more over modern gas boilers.

Heat pumps have been around for decades but the latest generation of
ASHPs such as Mitsubishi Electric’s Ecodan, uses technology refined in the
commercial air conditioning industry. The system has been designed to
make installation as straightforward as possible. The water heating unit
is fixed to the outside of the house and connected to a standard two-pipe
flow and return and a single-phase electric connection. >

Stephenson College

Sustainable Energy Centre

Centre of Vocational Excellence for the construction sector.

State-of-the-art facilities offering the latest in new

technology training programmes.

Current Courses Available
• BPEC Solar Domestic Hot Water Heating

• Introduction to Solar Domestic Hot Water Heating systems

• BPEC Rainwater Harvesting

• BPEC Underfloor Heating

• BPEC Ground Source Heat Pump

• BPEC Biomass

• BPEC Renewable Awareness

Very competitive prices
Current clients include Ferroli and Worcester Bosch.

Centrally located for M1, A42 and East Midland Airport

For more information contact Sally or Amy on 01530 278626

www.stephensoncoll.ac.uk

RENEWABLE ENERGY INSTALLER
is the only magazine dedicated to
installers of renewable and low-
carbon technology. The next issue
will be covering the latest news and
legislation that affects you as well as
special projects and
expert opinion.

If you would like to subscribe call

01565
653283

NEXT ISSUE...

Renewable
ENERGYINSTALLER THE MAGAZINE FOR

MICROGENERATION

LATEST NEWS
LEGISLATION
SPECIAL PROJECTS
EXPERT OPINION



BUILDING ENERGY EXPERT
MIKE MALINA EXPLAINS
WHY HE THINKS
COMBINED HEAT AND
POWER OFFERS A
FLEXIBLE SOLUTION FOR
MANY BUILDINGS.

I’ve always valued my Swiss army knife,
which I’ve had for over twenty years. It can
do everything from sawing wood to
opening wine bottles. As an engineer, the
idea of a device that delivers a number of
solutions has always made sense to me. So
it seems logical that a bit of engineering kit
that can provide both heat and power is a
concept that should be promoted and
encouraged.

Combined heat and power (CHP) was
always an attractive option for applications
with high heating loads, but it is proving
even more popular now because it can be
adopted to complement conventional boiler
plant without a need to reconfigure existing
pipework and internal heat emitters.

It is a convenient and cost-effective way of
improving your carbon footprint without the
major expenditure and upheaval required
to integrate renewables.

CHP is the simultaneous generation of
usable heat and power (usually electricity)
in a single process. It can be employed over
a wide range of sizes, applications, fuels
and technologies. The engine at the heart
of the unit drives a generator to produce
three-phase electricity.

The principle is similar to a car in many
ways. While driving the generator, the
engine produces heat that is captured from
its cooling system and diverted to provide
space and water heating in a building.
The engines are designed to be robust and
reliable so will run for thousands of hours,
delivering up to 450 megawatt hours of
electricity and 1,200 megawatt hours of
usable heat over the life of the unit.

Some or all of the electricity can be used on-
site and any surplus fed back into the grid
via the building’s electrical distribution
panel. In a number of applications, the
CHP unit can be used as the lead ‘boiler’ in
a modular set-up with heating-only
equipment as back-up and only used
sparingly.

Currently the UK derives 39% of its
electricity from gas-fired power stations,
which waste more than 60% of the energy
they produce in rejected heat and
transmission losses. At a time when the UK
has become a net importer of natural gas,
this is a waste of an increasingly finite
resource. With central power stations
operating at around 40% efficiency and
conventional heating at around 80%, at
best, you are looking at an overall
efficiency for modern, well-maintained
conventional systems of just 60%. In other
words, two thirds of the average electricity
bill is paying for heat that is ejected from
the cooling towers of power stations.

Buildings with high heating and energy
demand are ideal for CHP. Leisure centres
and swimming pools, hotels, hospitals,
sheltered housing, fire stations, schools and
many others with either long-running hours

or periods of intense demand will keep the
CHP unit working almost continuously.

This is when CHP is at its most efficient as all
the time the engine is running it is producing
electricity. The buffer tank will absorb and
store excess heat for release into the heating
system when required and importantly
reduces the frequency of on/off cycling that
can be so damaging to engines.

It is widely acknowledged that CHP has the
potential to provide a substantial
contribution to lower carbon emissions.
Government’s own statistics show that every
1 MW of CHP operating reduces carbon
emissions by between 510 and 760 tonnes
every year. That means the existing 5,792
MW installed, provided by about 1,500
sites across the UK, is already cutting
carbon emissions by over four million
tonnes a year.

Government has had a long-term target for
doubling CHP capacity to 10,000MW by
2010, however there is little practical
support for CHP projects on offer. We are
almost alone in Europe in having no
policies aimed at providing continuous
support, it is estimated that a 25 per cent
capital subsidy for CHP could lead to 18
million units being installed by 2030. This
would reduce the country’s CO2 emissions
by 24 million tonnes a year and eliminate
the need for the proposed new generation
of nuclear power stations.

If the government is serious about
encouraging a mass market for
microgeneration technologies, then it needs
to sort out its policy and practical support.
We could learn a lot by following the
German government that has just passed
the CHP Act, which guarantees generous
feed-in and own usage tariffs until 2016
allowing users to invest in CHP engines with
confidence.

Mike Malina, director, Energy Solutions
Associates and technical adviser to M&E
Sustainability (a joint campaign by the
Electrical Contractors’ Association and the
Heating and Ventilating Contractors’
Association)

HEAT PUMPS IN ACTION

An eight-property development in Shrewton near Stonehenge was
one of the first in the country to use the Mitsubishi air source heat
pump and the houses, which were built to meet Level 3 of the Code
for Sustainable Homes, are now all sold:

“We looked at other alternatives such as ground source heat pumps
but the capital and installation costs were just too prohibitive,”
comments Jonathan Ankers of developers, Ankers and Rawlings, “we
decided on the Ecodan solution because it is highly effective yet simple
to install, maintain and manage.”

Ecodan is easy to sell on performance and carbon reduction but at
the moment it does come at a higher capital cost than gas,
as John Kellett, general manager of Mitsubishi Electric’s heating
department explains: “If a modern gas condensing boiler costs around
£2,500 fully fitted, Ecodan will cost about £4,000, but the payback
period is decreasing rapidly with every new announcement about the
escalating price of gas.”

ASHPs are a particularly good alternative for developments which
are off the gas grid. Because of the low installation costs as well as
running costs, the extra capital investment can be recouped quickly.

This was the case with the Fox family from the small Wiltshire village
of Funton, Collingbourne Ducis, Marlborough. They sought advice
from Jonathan Ayres of Ayres Heating and Plumbing when they
needed to replace their oil-fired heating in their 200-year-old property.
The house had been insulated to meet the requirements of the 2000
Building Regulations – something that is essential with ASHPs.

In a gas-free village, two key factors aided Mr Fox’s decision to use
an air source heat pump – the environment and the economy.
By converting, he estimates that his yearly fuel bills will be reduced
by about 50%, saving him an estimated £500 per year.

“We looked at oil-heating alternatives, such as wood, solar power
and biomass-based systems, but many of these proved difficult to
operate. Since converting, we have a much more even temperature
throughout the house and no longer suffer from drafts. The heat
seems to be much gentler and doesn’t dry the skin out; and there are
copious amounts of hot water – even for my two teenage children
who seem to live in the shower!”

Replacing the 15 year-old heating system also meant that they were
able to get rid of all the old water tanks and pipes in the loft, which
also freed up a lot of space.

“Unlike other sustainable heating systems, Ecodan differs very little to
a regular gas boiler installation in that the homeowner notices very
little difference,” explains John Ayres, managing director, at Ayres
Heating & Plumbing who installed the system for the Fox’s.
Ayres Heating was one of the first approved Ecodan installers (AEI)
in Wiltshire.
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A COMBINED
EFFORT

HOW EFFICIENT IS AN
AIR SOURCE HEAT PUMP?

To explain how an air source heat pump works, we first need to
look at how a gas boiler works. With a conventional gas
boiler – even the most modern, ultra efficient type – for every
one kilowatt of energy that is fed into the boiler we get less than
one kilowatt (about 0.93) of heat to a building – an efficiency
level of 93%.

Heat pumps are movers of heat energy – they harvest naturally
occurring low temperature heat in the outdoor environment and
upgrade it into useful high temperature heat to reduce primary
fuel consumption. With a typical ASHP, one kilowatt of energy
delivers a heat output in excess of three kilowatts – that’s a
coefficient of productivity (COP) of 3.0 or a 300% increase in
energy efficiency – and that is set to grow as the technology
develops.

This huge increase in efficiency occurs when we compare a
modern condensing gas boiler against an air source heat pump.

If we replace a 5, 10, or 15-year-old boiler with an ASHP, the
savings in both fuel and CO2 emissions will be even greater, as
will the savings when compared with oil-fired, LPG or direct
electric heating.

These efficiency levels are achievable right now with today’s
ASHPs even when the inefficiencies and losses of running on
electricity from the national grid are taken into account.

To find out more about Mitsubishi’s Ecodan product
and about its training courses for installers, see
www.mitsubishielectric.co.uk/heating.

Mike Malina, Energy Solutions Associates,
is championing the cause of combined heat
and power as an easy and cost-effective way
of improving one’s carbon footprint


